
LEGEND OF EDEN 





The Instruction Pages 

The Story 

Lord Ilforn, in the kingdom known as Eden, has begun his campaign as 

king. His plan: deforestation. Cutting down the trees of the land and 

destroying the habitat, in the process. This not only affects the land of 

Eden, but the neighboring village, Gawain. This is the home of a knight, 

Elliot, and a mage, Theo. With their water now poisoned, and the land of 

Gawain destroyed, These two set off on a quest to stop Lord Ilforn in his 

campaign of evil, and hopefully, peaceful end it. 

 

 

 

Controlling the Characters 

Legend of Eden is an RPG style game. You move your characters and 

interact with things on the overworld, and do combat with enemies in 

battle. There is also a menu which you can do some other things, as well. 

To start, click “New Game”. 

For the overworld, you move the characters with the 

arrow keys, use [Z], [Enter], or [Spacebar] to talk to 

characters, read signs, interact with puzzles, open 

chests, and look through bags when you approach 

them. When you hold down the [Shift] Key and move, 

you’ll move slower. Press [X] or [Esc] to open the 

menu.  You can use your items (Select items with the 

interact buttons, go back with [X]) by selecting the items tab, selecting 

the desired item, and selecting the desired character to use it on. You can 

view each character’s battle skills by selecting the “View Skills” tab, 

and selecting the character to see. You may also change your game 



options and quit the game by selecting “Options” or “Game End”, 

respectively. 

When a battle occurs, you will select the “Fight” option using the same 

control setup as the menu. Each of your characters on the right will be 

able to attack the enemy (or enemies) on the right. After selecting 

“Fight”, you will put in commands for each of your characters. Select 

the top command, which is unique per character, to access that 

character’s skill list. Select the skill and the target to use the desired one 

for that turn. Using the “Guard” command to recover 2 AP. You won’t 

do anything but this, but you’ll take less damage. Use it when you’re out 

of AP, which is used by your skills. No AP, no way attack. Select the 

“Item” command to use the items you have, just like in the overworld 

menu. 

 

 

 

 

 

The Target Audience 

Legend of Eden is to be an E-Rated game. It can be played by anyone, 

but it should be said that on a first playthrough of this game, the player 

should read the text. Skipping over it can lead to potential failure in the 

game, since text can contain tips and other pieces of info that are 

important, and lead to something helpful.  













Technology Student Association Plan of Work

Date Task
Time 
Involved

Team member 
responsible Comments

9/8/2016
Todays work was all 
TSA based. 51 Minutes

Mark McDermott, Ian 
Vila, Nathan Irwin, 
Victor Audette

Today was the first day of TSA 
work.

9/13/2016

The theme was 
changed there is no 
theme. 51 minutes

Mark McDermott, Ian 
Vila, Nathan Irwin, 
Victor Audette

The theme of the game, which we 
thought it would be Arcade would 
turn out to be no theme at all.

9/14/2016

We have decided on 
the characters for the 
game. 51 Minutes

Mark McDermott, Ian 
Vila, Nathan Irwin, 
Victor Audette Characters have been discussed.

9/15/2016
Plot has begun being 
discussed. 51 Minutes

Mark McDermott, Ian 
Vila, Nathan Irwin, 
Victor Audette

Started designing the storyline for 
the game.

9/16/2016
- 
10/3/2016

The plot of the game 
was revised and 
reworked. 12 days

Mark McDermott, Ian 
Vila, Nathan Irwin, 
Victor Audette

Plot of the game was revised by 
all of us.



Technology Student Association Plan of Work

Date Task
Time 
Involved

Team member 
responsible Comments

10/4/2016
-10/18/16

Theo's sprites had 
been finished and 
begun working on 
npc's. 14 Days

Mark McDermott, Ian 
Vila, Nathan Irwin, 
Victor Audette

Nathan has finished Theo's 
sprites, and has begun work on 
town NPCs. The game will have an 
OST instead of a pre-made, 
royalty free soundtrack. A 
settlement has occured after an 
argument made by the story 
writters.

10/19/201
6-
11/23/16

Reset the project 
preparing the hosting 
website. 51 Minutes

Mark McDermott, Ian 
Vila, Nathan Irwin, 
Victor Audette

We have had to reset the  project,  
what we had didn't fit the 
guidelines we had set. The game 
will be more like we had originally 
planed. We are setting up the 
host website. 

11/24/2016

Still figuring out what 
we should do now 
that we have reset 
the project. 51 minutes

Mark McDermott, Ian 
Vila, Nathan Irwin, 
Victor Audette

Figuring out what to do with the 
characters and the plot.

11/25/2016
Working on 
characters 51 minutes

Mark McDermott, Ian 
Vila, Nathan Irwin, 
Victor Audette

Worked on what the characters 
do and their abillities.



Technology Student Association Plan of Work

Date Task
Time 
Involved

Team member 
responsible Comments

11/30/16 - 
12/6/2016

Daruda's part in the 
game was discussed. 51 Minutes

Mark, Ian, Nathan, 
Victor

We worked on brainstorming 
ideas on how Daruda will come 
into the game. I was sent off from 
doing the story and now I'm back 
doing the log.

12/7/2016

Incorporated more 
dialogue into the 
game. 51 Minutes

Mark, Ian, Nathan, 
Victor

Dialogue has been started. After 
all done with this we will begin 
working on the game itself.

12/12/2016
Worked on art design 
for the game. 51 Minutes Mark, Nathan

Today we worked on art and 
working on problems within the 
group.

12/13/2016

Exva's Sprites have 
been finished for his 
overworld character. 51 Minutes Mark, and Nathan Finished up Exva's sprites.

12/14/2016
Worked on demon 
sprites. 51 Minutes

Mark, Ian, Nathan, 
Victor

Art…was slowly haulted Mark was 
teaching Nathan how to make 
sprites.

12/15/2016
Sprites for demons 
were resumed. 51 Minutes

Mark, Ian, Nathan, 
Victor

Mark taught Nathan how to make 
his sprite better.



Technology Student Association Plan of Work

Date Task
Time 
Involved

Team member 
responsible Comments

12/16/2016

Skill symbols and 
sprites started to 
begin today 51 minutes

Mark, Ian, Nathan, 
Victor

Mark worked on drawing skill set 
symbols. And nathan worked on 
sprites

1/3/2017

Mark started the 
process of design 
Carnelian's Sprites 
and Icons for nate. 51 minutes Mark, Ian, Nathan

Today Mark worked on icons and 
carnelian sprites Nate did the 
same.  

1/6/2017 - 
1/9/17

Incorporated 
diolauge into the 
game. Designed Lord 
Ilforns Sprites which 
ARE original. 51 Minutes Mark, Ian

Mark worked on Lord Ilforn's 
Sprites Ian incorporated dialogue 
into the game!

1/10/2017
-
1/11/2017

Enemy sprites are 
finished, again all 
original. 51 Minutes Mark, Nathan

Mark worked on Exva's Final Form 
Sprites and Nate finished up 
enemies.



Technology Student Association Plan of Work

Date Task
Time 
Involved

Team member 
responsible Comments

1/12/2017

Worked on battle 
sprites and sprites for 
enemies, also putting 
dialogue into the 
game. 51 Minutes

Mark McDermott, Ian 
Vila, Nathan Irwin

Mark worked on drawing a mask 
for Elliot's Sprites for Battling and 
other battle sprites! Nate is 
working on a demon enemy! Ian 
worked on implementing 
dialogue into the game and 
adding more locations in the 
game.

1/17/2017 Putting final touches 51 Minutes Mark McDermott

Mark is finalizing Nathan's Enemy 
sprites, so making them look 
better.

1/18/2017

Implimented death 
sprites for the 
characters into the 
game. 51 minutes Mark McDermott

Mark worked on drawing sprites 
for when they characters die if 
they die!?

1/19/2017

Today we imported 
mv Custom sprites 
into the game. 51 minutes

Mark McDermott, 
Nathan Irwin

Implimented puting in the custom 
hand-drawn sprites by Mark and 
Nate.



Technology Student Association Plan of Work

Date Task
Time 
Involved

Team member 
responsible Comments

1/20/2017

Implimenting skills 
efeects and skill stats 
into the game. 51 Minutes

Mark McDermott and 
Nathan Irwin.

Mark is absent, and Nate is 
working on skill effects. He is also 
finalizing the Title Screen. Ian is 
still building and implimenting 
characters into the game.

1/23/2017

Exva's Sprites have 
been finished for his 
overworld. 51 Minutes

Mark McDermott and 
Nathan Irwin. Finished up Exva's sprites.

1/24/2017

Formulas and the title 
screen were worked 
on today! 51 Minutes Nathan Irwin

Theo's damage fomula was 
worked on by Nathan Irwin.

1/25/2017
More formals were 
done today. 51 Minutes Nathan Irwin

Nathan worked on making 
characters stats formulas.

1/26/2017
Put the formulas into 
the game. 51 minutes

Mark McDermott, 
Nathan Irwin, Ian Vila

Implimented formulas for the 
skills and attacks into the game.

1/27/2017 Game Failed!? 51 minutes
Mark McDermott and 
Nathan Irwin.

The game didn't work properly 
for battles and that made the 
game not work.
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Date Task
Time 
Involved

Team member 
responsible Comments

1/30/2017 Data was transfered. 51 Minutes
Mark McDermott and 
Nathan Irwin. We transfered data today!

1/31/2017

Revisions were done 
today began 
uploading. 51 Minutes

Mark McDermott and 
Nathan Irwin. Started uploading the game.

2/1/2017

The game is being 
revised and pushed 
out. 51 Minutes

Mark McDermott, Ian 
Vila, Nathan Irwin, 
Victor Audette

Everyone has finished the game 
itself, and now, paperwork needs 
to be finished. After that, we 
move onto the interview practice.

2/2/2017

The game is being 
tested, and 
paperwork is being 
finished up. 51 Minutes

Mark McDermott , 
Nathan Irwin, Victor 
Audette

After testing the game on two 
different computers using google 
chrome, the game is confirmed to 
be working properly. We're all 
working on the paperwork now, 
and hopefully, can finish it all by 
tomorrow.

2/3/2017

All the paperwork 
was finished up and 
finalized. 51 Minutes

Mark McDermott , 
Nathan Irwin, Victor 
Audette

Nathan and Ian came in early to 
check and finish the paperwork, 
helping out Victor.
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Time 
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responsible Comments

3/6/2017

Revisions are 
begining and we have 
set our values that 
we want to get done. 51 Minutes

Mark Mcdermott, 
Nathan Irwin, Victor 
Audette

We are making the game with 
more educational values and 
more kid-friendly.

3/7/2017

Restarting 
everything, but the 
art perhaps. 51 Minutes

Mark Mcdermott, 
Nathan Irwin, Victor 
Audette, Ian Vila

Restarting the whole project to 
make it more fun. Our forest 
scene will be the main battle's 
will occur. The cave scene will be 
filled with tons of puzzles to 
solve. Castle scene will be a 
choice/coversation puzzle scene 
against Illforn. New protaganist 
named Emile, Theo, Carnelian 
Illforn will be changed to Percival.

3/8/2017

First official  day of 
work. Started 
everything and 
beginning the story 
and the building of 
the game. 51 Minutes

Mark McDermott, 
Nathan Irwin, Victor 
Audette, Ian Vila

Mark is working on the story,  
Nathan is beginnig to start the 
music. ian is working on little 
puzzles for the game and testing 
them.

3/9/2017
We began work on 
music.

Mark McDermott, 
Nathan Irwin, Victor 
Audette, Ian Vila

Nathan worked on creating loops 
for the game didn't go to well. It 
did not sound the way we wanted 
it to.



Technology Student Association Plan of Work

Date Task
Time 
Involved

Team member 
responsible Comments

3/17/2017

We worked on 
developing the story 
more and music 
creation. 51 Minutes

Mark McDermott, 
Nathan Irwin, Victor 
Audette, Ian Vila

Nathan worked on music. Mark 
worked on developing the story 
some more.

3/27/2017

We are working on 
scenes in the game. 
Also, working on 
finalizing the final 
boss scene 
"dialogue". We have 
also started 
converting the music 
files to their proper 
format. 51 Minutes

Mark McDermott, 
Nathan Irwin, Victor 
Audette, Ian Vila

Mark is working on finalizing the 
final boss scenes. Ian is working 
on Mt. Nox. Nathan is converting 
the music to the proper format.

3/28/17

Music is being 
finalized. We are 
almost finished with 
Mt. Nox 51 Minutes

Mark McDermott, 
Nathan Irwin, Victor 
Audette, Ian Vila

Music is being finished by Nathan. 
Mt. Nox is being improved upon 
by Ian.

3/29/2017

Music has been 
completed, Sprites 
are being finalized for 
the final boss, and Ian 
is almost done with 
Mt. Nox. 51 Minutes

Mark McDermott, 
Nathan Irwin, Victor 
Audette, Ian Vila

Mark is working on battle sprites 
for Lord Ilforn. Nathan has 
finished music. Ian is almost done 
with Mt. Nox.

- 



Technology Student Association Plan of Work

Date Task
Time 
Involved

Team member 
responsible Comments

3/30/2017

Working on final 
battle scene in Twine, 
and implimenting 
music into the game. 51 Minutes

Mark McDermott, Ian 
Vila, Nathan Irwin, 
and Victor Audette

Mark is working on final 
story/battle scene. Ian is 
implimenting the music into the 
game.

4/3/2017

We are fixing up the 
levels and everything 
else is done. We also 
need to work on 
storyboards. 51 Minutes

Mark McDermott, Ian 
Vila, Nathan Irwin, 
and Victor Audette

Ian fixed up the levels for the 
game

4/5/2017
Fixed up the work 
logs. 51 Minutes

Mark McDermott, Ian 
Vila, Nathan Irwin, 
and Victor Audette

Today Victor revised the plan of 
work sheet. while implimenting 
more details to the comments.

4/11/17
Worked on Castle de 
Ilforn. 51 Minutes

Mark McDermott, Ian 
Vila, Nathan Irwin, 
and Victor Audette

Ian is working on Castle de Ilforn 
and removed the "attack" option 
in the game.

4/17/17 Imported sprites. 51 Minutes

Mark McDermott, Ian 
Vila, Nathan Irwin, 
and Victor Audette

Today we imported the sprites 
onto the main computer that 
holds the game.

- 



Technology Student Association Plan of Work

Date Task
Time 
Involved

Team member 
responsible Comments

4/19/2017

Removing Demon 
Enemies/ Adding 
more detail to the 
game's 
maps/Educational 
Values have 
increased 51 Minutes

Mark McDermott, Ian 
Vila, Nathan Irwin, 
and Victor Audette.

We are removing demon enemies 
and adding more detail to the 
maps. Also adding conservation 
values into the game through 
chopping down trees.

4/24/2017
Fixing up everything 
making it look better 51 Minutes

Mark McDermott, Ian 
Vila, Nathan Irwin, 
and Victor Audette.

Mark is working on fixing up the 
story in the game. Nathan is 
working on Icons. Ian is finalizing 
the in-game stats and Blade Arts.

4/24/2017
Uploading Stats and 
fixing storyboard 51 Minutes

Mark McDermott, Ian 
Vila, Nathan Irwin, 
and Victor Audette.

Ian and Nathan are working on 
skill sets today. Mark is working 
on the storyboard.

4/28/17
The events in the 
game are finished 51 Minutes

Mark McDermott, Ian 
Vila, Nathan Irwin, 
and Victor Audette.

Ian has finished up all the 
cinematic scenes.

5/1/17+ Finished so far 51 Minutes

Mark McDermott, Ian 
Vila, Nathan Irwin, 
and Victor Audette.

We finished adding credits and 
and final touches to the game.

- 



Technology Student Association Plan of Work

Date Task
Time 
Involved

Team member 
responsible Comments

5/3/2017
Providing final bug 
fixes 51 Minutes

Mark McDermott, Ian 
Vila, Nathan Irwin, 
and Victor Audette

Currently we are fixing all the 
bugs, while also checking to make 
sure the game is as close to 
perfect as we can get it.

5/9/2017
Adding the shield 
ability into the game 51 Minutes

Mark McDermott, Ian 
Vila, Nathan Irwin, 
and Victor Audette

Putting very, very final touches 
into the game. Including adding 
one last ability.

5/11/2017 Uploaded the game 51 Minutes

Mark McDermott, Ian 
Vila, Nathan Irwin, 
and Victor Audette

Started uploading the game. We 
had a few bugs to fix, but we will 
back on track.

- 



End User License Agreement 

The Japanese version of the Agreement shall be the original, and the English translation below is provided as a reference. 

Should discrepancies arise in the interpretation of the Japanese original and English translation, the interpretation of the 

Japanese agreement shall take precedence. 

This End User License Agreement (henceforth, “Agreement,” including game distribution terms) shall apply to all 

relationships between KADOKAWA Corporation (henceforth, “Company”) and the Purchaser (includes cases where a 

different person installs this Software on a computer device, and shall henceforth be referred to as the “User”) of the 

Company’s “RPG Maker MV” (henceforth, “Software”). The User, prior to using the Software, shall carefully read this 

Agreement. The User shall consent to this Agreement upon commencing use of the Software. 

Furthermore, regarding the use of this Software, in the event the Company establishes usage conditions and cautionary 

items, etc. (henceforth, “usage conditions, etc.”) on its official website (http://www.rpgmakerweb.com/support) (henceforth, 

“official website”), the User shall consent to, and observe, these usage conditions, etc. as part of the Agreement. 

Also, the Software uses the open-source program “Qt”, and the Agreement shall not apply. Refer to the text of the “GNU 

Lesser General Public License” at the end of the Agreement. 

Article 1: Installation 

1. The User may use the Software upon installing it on a single computer device compatible with the Software 

(henceforth, "user device"). 

 

2. In the event the User possesses multiple computer devices, the User may use, upon installation, the Software 

on a second user device for the purpose of sole use by the User limited to cases where the User is a Licensed 

User of the Software as defined by Article 3 Paragraph 1. However, even in such cases, the User shall not allow a 

third party other than the User to use the Software installed on either of the user devices. 

Article 2: Network Authentication 

1. The User shall, upon installing the Software, perform a network authentication for the Software following the 

method separately prescribed by the Company. 

 

2. Should the network authentication in the previous Paragraph not be completed in an ordinary manner, regardless 

of reason, the User shall agree in advance that that the Software cannot be activated and used. 

Article 3: User Registration 

1. The User shall perform a User Registration of the Software in the manner separately prescribed by the 

Company upon commencing usage of the Software, and following completion of User Registration, shall become a 

Licensed User (henceforth, “Licensed User”) of the Software. 

 

2. The User shall agree in advance that the Company shall provide no support regarding the use, etc. of this 

Software to Users who have not completed the User Registration described in the previous Paragraph. 

Article 4: Handling of Personal Information 

The Company shall handle personal information provided by the User in an appropriate and legal manner in 

accordance with the terms defined in the Company's “Privacy Policy”  (http://www.kadokawa.co.jp/privacy/). 

Article 5: Licensing 

The Company shall license use of the Software as follows limited to cases where the User is a Licensed User. 

1. Creation of original games (henceforth, “User Games”) using the Software (including the computer programs 

http://www.rpgmakerweb.com/support
http://www.kadokawa.co.jp/privacy/


comprising the Software) and the materials (referring to text, music, images, etc., henceforth, “Company 

Materials”) recorded in the Software. Furthermore, the User cannot record or use, etc. Company Materials in the 

original games they create using creation tools, etc. they created or provided by third parties without obtaining the 

Company’s advance written consent. 

2. To transfer, rent, screen, public broadcast, or make transmittable (henceforth, generally referred to as 

“distribute, etc.”), whether for fee or gratis, the User Games created in accordance with the previous Paragraph. 

However, in such cases, the User shall abide by the  

“Game Distribution Terms” appended to this Agreement. 

Article 6: Prohibitions 

1. The User, in using the Software, shall abide by the User obligations defined in the Agreement and usage 

conditions, etc. (henceforth, generally referred to as “Agreement, etc.”) and shall use the Software in an 

appropriate and legal manner. 

 

2. The User, in using the Software, shall not commit the following acts. 

   1. Acts where multiple persons use the Software installed on the two user devices in accordance with Article 1, 

Paragraph 2, and acts where the Software is installed and used on three or more user devices. However, in cases 

where educational institutions, etc. require multiple licenses, advance notice shall be given and usage conditions 

shall be determined in accordance with a separate consultation and agreement with the Company. 

   2. Acts where the security features of the Software are disabled through using bugs or malfunctions, etc. in the 

Software, or through using the Software in a manner not permitted by the Company. Also, acts where derivative 

software is produced via adaptation or translation of the Software. 

   3. Acts where the Software is reproduced, published, screened, rented, sold, disseminated, displayed, publically 

broadcasted, or made transmittable, etc., in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of the Company, 

and acts where the Software’s computer program (henceforth, “Company’s program”) and Company Materials 

are distributed, etc. independently.  

   4. Acts in violation of the Agreement, etc. 

   5. Acts that cause harm to the Company, other Users or third parties, as well as acts with such potential. 

   6. Any other acts the Company deems improper. 

 

3. Should the User violate the obligations of this Article, the Company may take measures such as issuing a 

warning to the user. The User shall provide compensatory damages for any damages incurred by the Company 

arising from the User’s violation of their obligations in this Article. 

Article 7: Attribution of Rights 

1. Copyrights, neighboring rights, and all other intellectual property rights pertaining to the Software (including 

Company programs and Company Materials) shall belong to the Company. 

 

2. Copyrights, neighboring rights, and all other intellectual property rights pertaining to user games (excluding 

Company programs and Company Materials) and materials created by the User (text, music, images, etc.) shall 

belong to the relevant user game and the User who produced the relevant materials. 

Article 8: Disclaimers 

1. The Company shall bear no responsibility whatsoever for damages incurred by the User due to the use of the 

Software, except in cases of intentional acts or gross negligence by the Company. 

 

2. Even in cases where the Company is liable in accordance with the previous Paragraph, except for intentional 



acts or gross negligence by the Company, the Company’s representatives, or the Company’s employees, damages 

for which the User can request compensation shall be limited to direct and ordinary damages incurred by the User, 

and the Company shall be in no way liable for special damages, indirect damages, lost income, and attorney’s fees, 

or any other such damages incurred by the User. In all circumstances, the total amount of compensatory damages 

to be borne by the Company shall not exceed the purchase price the User actually expended for the Software. 

 

3. The Company shall exercise the utmost care in maintaining Software reliability, but no warranty whatsoever 

shall be provided for the following matters, and the User shall use the Software at their own responsibility and 

expense. 

   1. The compatibility of this software toward specific objectives 

   2. Reliability and stability of Software operation 

 

4. The Company shall be in no way liable for problems and disputes occurring with third parties due to the User 

using the Software, and creating and distributing, etc., User Games. 

Article 9: Modification to the Agreement, Etc. 

The Company may modify the Agreement, etc. without the User’s consent. In such cases, the Company shall 

officially announce the modifications on its official website no earlier than one month prior to the date the changes 

are to take effect. The modified Agreement, etc. shall come into force from the date specified on the Company’s 

official website. 

Article 10: Interpretation of the Agreement, Etc. 

The Japanese version of the Agreement, etc. shall be the original, and versions of the Agreement, etc. translated 

into languages other than Japanese shall be created as reference translations. In the event discrepancies occur in 

the interpretation of the Japanese original and the reference translations, the interpretation of the Japanese 

original shall take precedence. 

Article 11: Governing Law 

This Agreement, etc. shall be governed by the laws of Japan, and shall be incorporated in accordance with the 

laws of Japan. 

Article 12: Jurisdiction 

In the event the usage, etc. of the Software, and the interpretation and application of the Agreement, etc. requires 

litigation, the User shall agree in advance that the Tokyo District Court (Japan) shall have exclusive jurisdiction as 

the court of first instance. 

 


